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The general notion of look-ahead on pushdowns is used to prove that (1) the
deterministic iterated pushdown languages are closed under complementation, (2)
the deterministic iterated pushdown languages are properly included in the nondeterministic iterated pushdown languages; the counter example is a very simple
linear context-free language, independent of the amount of iteration, (3) LL(k)
iterated indexed grammars can be parsed by deterministic iterated pushdown
automata, and (4) it is decidable whether an iterated indexed grammar is U(k).
Analogous results hold for iterated pushdown automata with regular look-ahead on
the input, and Z&regular iterated indexed grammars.
cj 1987 Academic Press, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

The notion of look-ahead is a powerful and elegant tool to simplify
proofs of properties of automata, such as those mentioned in the abstract.
Look-ahead on pushdowns (and, in fact, on any type of storage) was
delined explicitly in (Engelfriet, 1982), see (Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984);
implicitly the idea was introduced in the predicting machines of (Hopcroft
and Ullman, 1979). Let us explain this notion informally, for the case of
ordinary one-way pushdown automata. We will sometimes abbreviate
“pushdown automaton” by “pda.”
A pushdown automaton with empty input alphabet may be viewed as an
acceptor of pushdowns, as follows. Take a pushdown, i.e., a string of
pushdown symbols. Now start the automaton with this pushdown as initial
pushdown (in its initial state, with empty input string), and let it run. If it
reaches a tinal state, it accepts the initial pushdown. Thus, such a
pushdown automaton may be viewed as a test on pushdowns, or, in
programming terminology, as a boolean function procedure with one
pushdown as (input) parameter. Now the idea is to extend the usual notion
of pushdown automaton by allowing it to call such boolean procedures;
these extended pda are called pushdown automata with look-ahead (on the
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pushdown, to distinguish it from the usual notion of look-ahead on the
input). Thus, at each moment during the computation of a pda M with
look-ahead, it may call any number of other, ordinary, pushdown
automata, with the current contents of its pushdown as actual parameter;
the next step of A4 then also depends on the results of these procedure calls.
The reason we call this “look-ahead” is that the boolean procedure calls
allow M to inspect its pushdown (without actually changing it!), and thus
to obtain some information about what to expect in the future. Actually the
notion of look-ahead (say, of k symbols) on the input string is entirely
analogous: here the automaton is allowed to read k symbols in advance,
without moving its input pointer (for trees as input, see Engelfriet, 1977).
The idea of pda with look-ahead on the pushdown was first expressed by
Hopcroft and Ullman (1979), who called them predicting machines and
used them to prove some closure properties of deterministic pda languages,
in particular, closure under right-quotient with regular languages. In fact,
the usefulness of look-ahead on the pushdown is due to the fact that the
(deterministic) pushdown automata are closed under fook-uheud, in the
sense that for every (deterministic) pda with look-ahead there is an
equivalent (deterministic)
pda without look-ahead. Note that “deterministic” refers to the automaton itselt the boolean procedures it calls may
very well be nondeterministic! This closure under look-ahead is easy to
prove: it is well known (see, e.g., Greibach, 1967; Harrison, 1978) that the
set of pushdowns accepted by a pushdown automaton, as explained above,
is a regular language; the states of a deterministic tinite automaton
accepting this language can be stored in the pushdown of the (calling) pda,
the last state at the top (ready to be inspected).
This idea of look-ahead is of course not restricted to pushdowns but can
be detined for one-way S-automata, where S is any storage type. One aim
of this paper is to show that closure under several operations (including
S-automaton
languages,
complementation!)
holds for deterministic
whenever they are closed under look-ahead in the above sense (Sect. 3).
Assuming that all nondeterministic S-automaton languages are recursive,
closure under complementation then implies as usual that not all contextfree languages can be accepted by deterministic S-automata (Sect. 4).
The other aim of this paper is to illustrate that look-ahead on the
pushdown (and, in fact, on arbitrary S) is a useful notion in parsing
theory, in combination with look-ahead on the input. To explain this, consider a context-free grammar G and construct the usual (nondeterministic)
pda A4 that parses G bottom-up. If G is LX(k), then, at each moment of
time, the first k symbols of the input determine the next step of M, in the
sense that at most one of M’s possible steps may lead to success (independent of what follows the first k input symbols). But this means that Ii4 is
able to determine its next step using itself as a nondeterministic boolean
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procedure call! Thus A4 can be made into a deterministic parser, in a
straightforward way, by allowing it k symbols look-ahead on the input
together with look-ahead on the pushdown. (In fact, the finite automaton
corresponding to the look-ahead procedures, as explained above, is close to
the usual LA(k) automaton). In this paper we illustrate this idea for the
case of U(k) grammars, which lends itself more easily to generalization to
context-free s-grammars, i.e., context-free grammars in which every nonterminal has an associated s-configuration (see Engelfriet, 1982; Engelfriet
and Vogler, 1984). If such a grammar is U(k), appropriately delined, then
it can be parsed by a deterministic P(S)-automaton,
where P( ,S) is the
storage type of pushdowns of ,!$configurations
(see Engelfriet, 1982;
Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984), assuming that these P(s)-automata are closed
under look-ahead. We also give a sufficient condition foi the decidability of
the ZL(k) property (Sect. 5).
Why generalize to arbitrary S? First, when done properly, generalization
lays bare the essential structure of known results (for pushdown automata).
Second, and this was our main motivation, the above-mentioned general
results on closure properties and on parsing hold, in particular, for the
deterministic iterated pushdown automata and the iterated indexed grammars. Iterated pushdown automata (Maslov, 1974, 1976; Damm and
Goerdt, 1982; Engelfriet, 1983) are P-automata,
and iterated indexed
grammars (Maslov, 1974, 1976) are context-free P-grammars. P", with
n 2 0, is the storage type P(P( ... P(P) ... )), n times, where P denotes both
the above operator P(S) and the usual storage type of pushdowns. Thus,
the configurations of the n-iterated pushdown (PM)consist of pushdowns of
pushdowns of . . . of pushdowns, n times. In Engelfriet and Vogler (1984) a
very strong result was shown concerning closure under look-ahead of P(S),
from which we can show quite easily (in Sect. 2) that the (deterministic)
iterated pushdown automata are closed under look-ahead (for each n). In this
way, taking s= P", we obtain all the results mentioned in the abstract; the
“s-approach” allows us, in the proofs of these results, to ignore completely
the particular structure of the iterated pushdowns, and thus, to simplify the
proofs. Iterated pda are of importance for three reasons. First, as shown in
(Maslov, 1974, 1976; Damm and Goerdt, 1982), the nondeterministic
iterated pda accept the languages of the OI-hierarchy (Wand, 1975;
Maibaum, 1974; Engelfriet and Schmidt, 1977/1978; Damm, 1982), considered by some to be the “real” Chomsky hierarchy. The languages in this
hierarchy (that starts with the regular, context-free, and indexed languages)
can be generated by the high-level (macro) grammars, and by the iterated
(or, high-level) indexed grammars. Second, multi-head iterated pda accept
the languages of the iterated exponential
time-complexity
classes
(Engelfriet, 1983). Third, they are a nice type of automata.
The results mentioned up to now are, of course, well known for n = 1,
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i.e., for pushdown automata. For n = 2 they were shown, using look-ahead
techniques implicitly, by Parchmann, Duske, and Specht (198Oa, 198Ob,
1984), where 2-iterated pda are called indexed pda. For parsing of indexed
grammars, see also (Sebesta and Jones, 1978; Mehlhorn, 1979).
The last topic of this paper is to see what happens if we allow deterministic iterated pda to use regular look-ahead on the input (Sect. 6). A partition rr of all input strings into a tinite number of regular languages is
given, and the automaton knows at each moment to which of these
languages the remaining input string belongs. These automata can be used
to parse ,X-regular (in particular IL(X)) iterated indexed grammars: the
appropriate generalization of ZL-regular context-free grammars, studied in
(Nijholt, 1980; Poplawsky, 1979; Jarzabek and Krawczyk, 1975), see also
(Culik and Cohen, 1973; Nijholt, 1982a, 1982b). The class of languages
accepted by deterministic iterated pda with regular look-ahead is again
closed under complementation, and thus still does not contain all contextfree languages. But regular look-ahead adds power: the class of deterministic
iterated pda languages does not contain all languages accepted by deterministic (one-turn) pda with regular look-ahead.
A final word of warning: we will not really give the reader any insight to
why (iterated) pushdown automata are closed under look-ahead; to obtain
this, the reader should read Section 6.2 of Engelfriet and Vogler (1984).
Here, we are interested only in the consequences of closure under lookahead. Whenever we have a problem, we pull look-ahead out of our
magician’s hat, and solve the problem.
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.O. Trivialities
We assume the reader is familiar with elementary formal language
theory, see, e.g., (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979; Harrison, 1978). For a set A,
,4 * is the set of strings over A. For we ,4*, 1w 1 denotes the length of w. The
empty string is denoted 1, and A + =A* - 111. For a binary relation 7, rr’
is its inverse, T* is its transitive, reflexive closure, dam(T) is its domain, and
T(A)= {y 1 (x, y)fzr for some xEA}.
1.1. Definitions
Our approach to automata theory is inspired by Scott (1967). A storage
type (with identity) is a tuple S= (C, P, F, m, CO, id), where C is the set of
contigurations, C0 G C is the set of initial contigurations, P and F are the
sets of predicate and instruction symbols, respectively, m is the meaning
function that associates with every p E P a mapping m(p): C + {true, false}
and with every f E F a partial function m(f ): C+ C, and id IZF is the
identity instruction,

i.e., m(id) is the identity on C.
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(For readers familiar with (Engelfriet, 1982; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984,
1985b) we note that this notion of storage type is a special case of the
one used there: F always contains an identity instruction, and the input set
is a singleton; thus each encoding can be identified with its range,
and C0 replaces the set of encodings. In (Engelfriet, 1982) this is called an
“r-acceptor deterministic” storage type.)
1.1.1. EXAMPLE.
The storage type of the usual counter automaton (with
one counter) can be formally defined as Counter = (C, P, F, m, CO, id),
where C is the set N of nonnegative integers, P= {zero}, F=
{incr(ti) 1 rr e N} u {deer(n) 1rr e N}; for every ce C, m(zero)(c) = true iff
c = 0, m(incr(rz))(c) = c + rz, m(decr(rr))(c + rr) = c, and m(decr(rr))(c) is
undefined for c < rz; C0 = C, and id = incr(0). For more examples of storage
types, see (Engelfriet, 1982).
For a storage type S = (C, P, F, m, CO, id), BE(P) denotes the set of all
boolean expressions over P, with the usual boolean operators amI, or, nor,
true, and fulse. For bE BE(P), m(b): C -+ {true, false} is defined in the
obvious way. The elements of BE(P) are also called tests.
A (one-way, nondeterministic) S-uucomaron is a tuple M= {Q, Z, 6, qO,
cO, QH), where Q is the finite set of states, Z is the input alphabet, qO E Q is
the initial state, c0 e C0 is the initial configuration, QH 5 Q is the set of
final (or halting) states, and the transition relation 6 is a tinite subset of
Q x (Z u {A 1) x BE(P) x Q x F. An element of 6 is called a transition. The
set of total configura?ions of M is Q x Z* x C. The computation relation of
M, denoted by +-M or just +, is a binary relation on Q x Z* x C defined as
follows: if (q,, D, b, q2, f)ed, m(b)(c) = true, and m(f) is detined on c,
hen lq12 w ~1 bM fq2- w, m(f)(c)) for every w E,Z’* (note that G~Z or
0 =A). As usual, +L is the transitive, reflexive closure of t-M, and the
language accepted by M, denoted L(M), is the set {w e,Z* 1(qO, w,
co) +L (q, 2, c) for some q E QH and c e C}. The class of languages
accepted by S-automata is denoted by Q(S).
We say that A4 has a choice if there exist two different transitions (qi, oj,
b,, qi,L.), i= I, 2, in c?,such that ql = q2 and (oI = oZ or o, = 2 or rsl = ,I)
and m(b, )(c) = m(b*)(c) = true for some c E C. A4 is determinihc if it does
not have a choice. The class of languages accepted by deterministic
S-automata is denoted by !&r(S).
We need some more terminology on transitions. Let I = (q, 0, b, q’, f) be
a transition. i will also be called a q-transition or a o-transition. t is US&
for a total contiguration 4 = (q”, w, c) if q = q”, w = owa’ for some w’, and
m(b)(c) = true. t is uppiicable to 4 if it is useful for 4, and, moreover,
m(f)(c) is defined. Thus, it is easy to see that M is deterministic iff for
every total contiguration 4 at most one transition is useful for 4. Hence, in
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that case, kM is a partial function on Q x Z* x C. (But note that even if M
has a choice, I-,,., may be a partial function on Q x Z* x C, due to
undetinedness of m(f)(c)).
1.1.2. EXAMPLE.
An example of an S-automaton is the following (nondeterministic) Counter-automaton
M that accepts the language ,5(M) =
b”d2”+’ e 1n 2 0} u { afl d2”ee 1H > O}. Note that the storage type Counter
is defined in Example 1.1.1.

M=(Q, G & qoTco, QHh whereQ= {qo, ql, q2, qha,,),L’= {a, 4 e),
co = 1, QH= {q,,a,tj, and 8 contains the transitions

A computation
dd&

Jl+(qlt

of h4 showing that addde is in L(M) is (qO, addde, 1) + (qo,
dd&

31+(ql,

d4

2l+Cq,,

&

lJ+tq,,

e,

o)+tqhaltT

A, 0). Note that if the second transition of A4 is replaced by the two transitions (qo, d, true, q,, decr( 1)) and (q,,, e, true, q2, decr( l)), then M is
deterministic. The computation (qo, dde, 1) + (q,, de, 0) cannot continue
because the transition (q, , d, true, ql, decr( 1)) is useful, but not applicable.
The trivial storage type So is the storage type ( [co), @, {id], m, {co),
id), where co is an arbitrary object and m(id) is the identity on {co}. Thus,
an So-automaton is just a finite automaton; note that since So has no
predicate symbols, we may assume that all the tests in transitions of an
So-automaton are true. Hence, 5?(&) = 5?JS0) = REG, the class of regular
languages.
The iterated pushdown automata will be obtained by detining the
pushdown as an operator on storage types (Greibach, 1970; Engelfriet,
1982, 1983; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984). Let S= (C, P, F, m, C,,, id)
be a storage type. Let f be a lixed iniinite set of pushdown symbols.
The pushdown of S, denoted P(S), has configurations that are pushdowns of which each square contains a pair (7, c), where 7 is a pushdown
symbol and c an S-configuration. (The reader should not confuse the
set P of predicate symbols with the pushdown operator P). Formally,
P(S) is the storage type (C’, P’, F’, m’, Cb, id’), where C’ = (r x C) +,
Cb=rxCo,
P’={top=y]~~er}u{bottom}
u {test(p)ipEPj,
F’=
{push(y, f) I y e 6 YE P} u {pop} u {stay(y) I ?Je r} u {stay], id’ = stay,
andforeveryc’=(~,c)fiwith~~f,c~C,and~~(fxC)*:
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c)/3 if nz(j) is defined on c, and

nz’(pop)(c’) = /I if b # 2, and undehned otherwise,

&(stay)(c’) = c’.
For b e BE(P), we will use test(b) to denote the element of BE(P’) that is
obtained from b by replacing every P E P by test(P).
This dehnition of P(S) is taken over from Engelfriet, (1982); however, it
is easy to see that it is equivalent to the one in (Engelfriet and Vogler,
1984), where “equivalent” is meant in the formal sense of Section 1.3.
The storage-type operator P can be iterated by delining P’(,S) = S and
Pn+l(s) = P(PH(ls)) f or every n > 0. We denote Pn(SO) by P”; P’-automata
will be called iteruted (in particular, n-iterated) pushdown automata.
Clearly, P-automata are ordinary pushdown automata, f!(P) = CF is the
class of context-free languages, and !&(P) is the class of deterministic context-free languages. P2-automata are equivalent to the nested stack
automata of Aho (1969), see (Engelfriet, 1983; Engelfriet and Vogler,
1984); thus L?(P’) is the class of indexed languages (Aho, 1968). The class
Qd(P2) of deterministic indexed languages was studied in (Parchmann,
Duske, and Specht, 198Oa, 198Ob, 1984). Iterated pushdown automata were
considered in (Greibach, 1970; Maslov, 1974, 1976; Damm and Goerdt,
1982; Engelfriet, 1983). It is easy to see that L?(S) g L?(P(,S)): replace co by
(7, co), and replace each transition (ql, c, b, q2, f) by the transition (q, , 0,
test(b), q2, push(y, j)), where 7 is a lixed pushdown symbol. Hence, for
every n, !2(P”)sQ(P”+‘);
the classes L?(p) form the well-known
OZ-hierurchy (Wand, 1975; Maibaum,
1974; Engeifriet and Schmidt,
1977/1978; Damm, 1982).
The reader may wonder whether determinism is always decidable for
S-automata. Obviously, for determinism to be decidable, it suffices that it is
decidable for arbitrary b l BE(P) whether b is satisfiable in S, i.e., whether
m(b)(c) = true for some cg C. It is easy to see that this satistiability is
decidable for So-automata, and if it is decidable for S-automata, then also
for P(S)-automata (in a trivial way). Thus, determinism is decidable for
iterated pushdown automata (and actually corresponds to the usual notion
of determinism ).
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I .2. Closure Properties

We will need a few elementary closure properties of P(s), for an
arbitrary storage type S. Since the notion of one-way s-automaton is close
to that of an abstract family of acceptors (AFA), see (Ginsburg, 1975), it
will be no surprise that f?(S) is a full trio, i.e., is closed under u-transductions. In general it is not true that g(S) is a full semi-AFL (i.e., additionally
closed under union), because each S-automaton has its private initial configuration.
In our framework of S-automata, an a-transducer can be delined as an
OUT-automaton,
where OUT
is the storage type (Q*,
0,
{write(u) 1 UE&?*~, m, {A}, write(l)), such that Q is a lixed infinite set (of
output symbols), and, for every u, UEQ*, m(write(u))(u)=
MU. For an
a-transducer T= (Q, Z, 6, qO, cO, QH), the a-transduction realized by T is
the relation from Z* to &?* defined by z(T)= {(w, u) 1 (q,,, IV, i) +F(q, 1,
u) for some q E Q”}. Note again that since OUT has no predicate symbols,
we may assume that all the tests in transitions of an a-transducer are true.
1.2.1.

LEMMA.

L!(S) is closed under a-transductions.

ProoJ Since the class of u-transductions is closed under inverse, it suflices to prove that g(,S) is closed under inverse u-transductions.
Let AI= tQM, L d,,.,, qoM, co, Q”,,,,) be an S-automaton, let T= (QT, A,
JT> qor> A, QHT) be an u-transducer, and assume that Z g Q. We will construct an S-automaton M’ such that ,C(M’) = r(T) - ‘(L(M)).
We may
assume that ~3~only contains write(u) instructions with u E Z*; thus r(T) is
a relation from A* to Z*. IV’ is obtained by a standard product construction; whenever it reads an input symbol p E A, it stores Ys translation u of
,n in its tinite control, and then simulates M on u. Let k be the maximal
length of all strings u EZ* that occur in some transition (ql, g, true, qZ,
write(u)) of T, and let Zk denote the set of all strings over .Z of length at
most k.

-

If Cql, c, h q2,fJ is in d,,,, hen ttq, ql, gw), 4 h tq, q2, wh.f) k

in 6, for all qEQT and CJMJEZ~.
It should be clear that M’ meets the requirements.

1

Next we show that Q(S) can be expressed in terms of &(S). Let HOM
be the class of all homomorphisms.
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=
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HOM(!&,(S)).

z Q(S). To show
ProojI It follows from Lemma 1.2.1 that HOM(&(S))
that Q(S)z HOM(&(S)),
let M = (Q, 2, 6, qo, co, QH) be an
S-automaton. Deline the new input alphabet Z’ = (Z u { 2 1) x 6, and define
the S-automaton M = (Q, Z’, d’, qo, co, QH) such that if f = (q, cr, b, q’,,f)
is in & then (q, (0, l), b, q’,f) is in 8’. Finally, let /z be the homomorphism
from Z’ to Z, such that /r((o, r)) = c. Since M’ sees in the input string
Clearly
which transitions
it has to apply, M’ is deterministic.
L(M) = h(L(M’)).
1
We note that it is also easy to prove that &(.S) is closed under some of
the usual AFDL operations (Ginsburg, 1975), such as intersection with
regular languages, inverse homomorphisms, etc.
1.3. Simulation of’ Storuge Types

This section can be skipped on first reading. It is only needed in
Lemma 2.7, and in the proof of Theorem 2.8. It discusses some machinery
needed to apply the results in (Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984) on look-ahead
to the case of one-way S-automata. First, the notion of simulation of
storage types is delined, denoted by < . Second, it is shown that if S, < S1,
then Qd(S,) 5 2d(Sz). This section is taken over, in simplified form, from
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of (Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984).
To define < we need S-flowcharts. An S-flowchart is a deterministic
S-automaton with empty input alphabet, such that no transition contains a
final state as a lirst element. Moreover (whenever required), the set of linal
states is partitioned into true-final states and false-final states. For an
S-flowchart c~= (Q, 0, 6. qo, co, Q,,) the operation hduced by w is
A, cl) for some qeQH], and
oper(~)~~(c,,c~)~Cx~l
tqo3 i, c,)+$(q,
the predicate kduced by UJ is pred(w)= {(c, x) e Cx {true, false} 1 (qo, j*,
c) +-: (q, & c’) for some x-lmal state q and some c’ E Ci,. Note that both
oper(m) and pred(m) are partial functions.
In the rest of this section let S, = (C!, PI, F,, rn;, Coi, idi) be two storage
types (i= I, 2).
1.3.1.
DEFINITION.
S, is directly simulated b>l Sz, denoted by S, < dS1,
if there is a partial function /r: Cz + C, called the representation function,
such that

1. co1 Gh(C()J
2. for every p e P, there is an Sz-flowchart
fl43 73 3.4

mP such that

for every cl ~dom(/z), oper(wP)(cz) is delined
oper(wP)(dom(/z)) z dom(/z)
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for
every
and
c2 E dom(h ),
4~rNqJ~~2~~
= NcA
pred(u,,)(c?) =m,(~)(/z(c~)), i.e., the diagrams in Fig. la commute.

3. for every YE J’i there is an &-flowchart
-

W( such that

for every cz E dom(/z), ~,(Y)(/z(c~)) is delined iff oper(mf)(cl) is
defined
oper(tif)(dom(/z))
G dom(/z)
for every cz E.dom(/z) such that WZ,(~)(!~(C~)) is delined,
/r(oper(u,.)(cz)) = WZ,(~)(/Z(C~)), i.e., the diagram in Fig. lb
commutes.

-

Intuitively this means that for every predicate and instruction symbol q4
of S, there is an S1-flowchart w+ that simulates it; if q5 is applied to an
Sr -conliguration c, , then w4 works on an Sz-conliguration from /z~ ‘(ci).
For many simulations it is convenient if the simulated storage type has
only linitely many predicate and instruction symbols, and just one initial
configuration. Clearly, every S,-automaton
M is also a U-automaton,
where U is a linite restriction of Si (depending on M).
1.3.2. DEFINITION.
A finite twhction of S, is a storage type U= (C,,
PI, F, rnr, {co1 }, id,), where P’ and F’ are finite subsets of P, and J’, ,
respectively, F’ contains idi, m‘ is m restricted to P’ and P”, and cO, E COi.
S, is simulated by S?, denoted by S, < S2, if U < d Sz for every linite
restriction U of S1.
Si and Sl are equivalent, denoted S, E Sz, if S, < Sz and Sz < S,.

Cl

FIG.

1. (a) Commuting diagrams for w,,; (b) commuting diagram for w,
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The property of < needed here is the so-called Justilication Theorem
(justifying the notion of simulation): if s, < &, then !&,(Si) G !&(&). To
prove this we need a normal form for deterministic s-automata.
1.3.3. DEFINITION.

A deterministic

s-automaton

M = (Q? Z, 6, qO, co,

QH) is simple if for every q E Q, either

-

all q-transitions are of the form (q, G, true, q’, j’) with 0 E Z u {A},

q’eQ,.f EF, or
-

there are exactly two q-transitions

and they are of the form (q, A,

p, q’, id) and (q, 2, rz& p, q”, id) with p E P and q’, q” E Q.

1.3.4. LEMMA. For ever-v deterministic S-automaton there is an equivalent
simple deterministic S-automaton.
ProofI Let M = (Q, Z, 8, qo, cO, QH), and let pl, p2 ,..., pn be all
predicate symbols occurring in 6. We construct IV = (Q’, Z, a’, q& co, Qk)
with ,?(M’) = Z,(M), such that, after imitating a step of M, M’ tests all
predicates p, and stores their truth values in its fmite control. So, Q’=
Qx{~~~~true,false~*lO~~~~~~~~,q~=(q~,~),Q~=Q~x{~~,and~‘is
delined as follows:
Foreveryq~Qandevery~~~true,false~*withO~~~~~n-l,if~~l=i
then CCqt~1, A Pi+ 1, tqy U. true), id) and ((q, u), A not p,+,, (q,
U. faise), id) are in 6’ (where the dot denotes concatenation).
w=w*w* ... ~1~with wti E {true, false}, 15has the
If ((I,? 0, b, qz,f)fz&
value true when p, ,..., pR are given the values wi ,..., We, respectively, and
there exists CE C such that m(p,)(c) = wj for all i, then ((q,, w), CJ, true,
(q2, A),f) is in b’.
It is easy to see that w is simple, and that ,5(w) =,5(M). Moreover, if
w has a choice then so has A4, and thus w is deterministic.
Note that, in this proof, the condition on the existence of c E C, with
m(pj)(c) = wj for all i, is necessary to make w deterministic. Otherwise, M’
could have two different transitions that are useful on a, nonreachable,
total conliguration. As an example, let M be a P(s)-automaton
with two
transitions (q, , 2, top = y, q2, j) and (ql, 1, top = b, q>, 7). Let n = 2, p, =
(top = y), and p2 = (top = 6). Then M’, without the above condition, would
have transitions ((ql, w), 1$ true, (q2, A),f) and ((q,, w), A, true, (qk, A),Y),
where IV = true. true, and these transitions are useful for every total configuration that contains (q,, w); note that M’ will never be in such a total
configuration.
1

We now show the Justification
1.3.5. THEOREM.

Theorem.

Zf S, < S2, then !&(Sl) 5 &,(S2) and !Z(Sl) G ll?(,S2).
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ProojI By Lemma 1.2.2 it suffices to show the deterministic case. Let
By
iv= CQ, K & qo, ~01, Q/,) be a deterministic S,-automaton.
Lemma 1.3.4 we may assume that M is simple. Let P’ G P, and F z F, be
the (tinite) sets of predicates and instructions that occur in 6. Thus M
determines the finite restriction fJ = (C, , P’, F’, wz’, {co, 1, id,) of S,. So, by
definition
of simulation
(Definition 1.3.2), u < d S?. Hence- by
Definition 1.3.1 (of direct simulation), there exists a representation function
h: Cz + C, , and for every p e P’ and f E F’ there exist S2-flowcharts r~,, and
mf that simulate m,(p) and am,
respectively. We may assume that the
sets of states of these flowcharts are disjoint; let Q be their union.
For any object rt and any S-flowchart OJ,we define the z-copy of OJto be
the S-flowchart obtained from 0) by replacing every state q of COby the new
state (q, 7~).
We now construct an SI-automaton M’ such that L( M’) = L(M). M’ is
obtained from M by replacing every predicate p and instruction ,J by the
corresponding “subroutine” (Jl,, and CO/, respectively. Let M’ = (Q’, Z, d’,
qo,co~,Q~~),whereQ’=Q~(~xQ)~(~x(QxQ)),~,~~isanyelementof
Co2 such that /z(coz) = co,, and &’ is detined as follows.
If (q, G. me, q’, f) G 6, then (q, CJ,[rue, (qo(f), q’), idz) is in 6’ (where
qo(,j”) is the initial state of c~,), all transitions of the q’-copy of o), are in b’,
and, for every final state q,, of CO,,the transition ((q,?, q’), 1, true, q’, id>) is
in 6’.
If (q, I*, p, q’, idr) and (q. 2, HO{ p, q”, id, ) are in 6, then (q, A, true,
(qo(p), (q’, q”)), idz) is in 6’ (where qo(p) is the initial state of cop), all
transitions of the (q’, q”)-copy of aP are in ?j’, and, for every true-final state
q, and false-final state q, of CII~>the transitions ((q,, (q’, q”)), 2, true, q’, id?)
and ((qf, (q’, q”)), A. true, q”, idl) are in 6’.
It should be clear that L(M’) = I,(M). Determinism of M’ follows from
its construction and the determinism of the simulating flowcharts. 1

It is shown in Section 7 of (Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984) that P’= NS?
where NS is the storage type of the nested stack automata of (Aho, 1969).
C(P2) = Q(NS)
Thus,
the above
theorem
implies
that
and
!&(P2) = &(NS).
2. LOOK-AHEAD

TESTS ON STORAGE

S-automata with look-ahead were introduced in (Engelfriet, 1982;
Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984), based on the predicting machines of Hopcroft
and Ullman (1979). An S-automaton with look-ahead is an S-automaton
that can test its storage using (nondeterministic)
boolean function
procedures. These boolean procedures can be formalrLed, for example, also
as S-automata. In the next definition we show how S-automata can be
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viewed as tests on storage (this is similar to, but more general than, the
flowcharts used in Sect. 1.3).
2.1. DEFINITION.
Let M= (Q. 2, 6, qO, cO, QH) be an s-automaton. For
a regular language R, the set of configurations accepted by M and R is the
set Acc(M, R) = {c E C 1 (q,,, w, c) E--L (q, I., c’) for some w g R, q e QH,
The set of contigurations
accepted by A4 is
and c’ E C).
Acc( M) = Acc( M, Z*).
The most intuitive notion of boolean procedure would be Act(M), where
M’s input alphabet is empty. But clearly in the general definition of
Act(M) the input alphabet is not important. Thus for arbitrary M there
exists M’ with an empty input alphabet such that Acc(M’) = Act(M);
proof: just erase all input symbols, so M’ = (Q, a, 6’, qO, cO, QH), where
6 = { tq, k h q’, fl I cq, r~, b, q’, f) e 6 for some c E ,I5 u {I”} }. Furthermore,
for arbitrary M and R there exists M’ such that Acc(M, R) = Acc(M’). M
is obtained from M and an &-automaton
N= (QN, Z, dN, qON, +,, QHN)
with I,(N) = R, by the usual product construction. So M’ = (QN x Q, Z, 6’,
Cqo,w qd ~0, Qm x QH) and 6’ is defined as follows: If (ql, CT,true, q*,

id)e& amI(q;, 0, b, qi,fJE& dm ttql, q',L u, b, tq2,qL),fJ is in 8. If
tq,, 4 h q2,f)eh then Ctq,qlJ, A, b, (q,qA fl k in 6' br d qcQN.

(Note that we may assume that the finite automaton N has no %-transitions).
Although in this paper we only need boolean procedures of this type, in
(Engelfriet, 1982; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984) s-automata with look-ahead
are even allowed to use recursiue boolean function procedures. These are
formalized as recursive s-automata, also called context-free s-grammars,
introduced in (Engelfriet, 1982). Since we will also consider context-free
,S-grammars to study parsing? we now give their definition. Recall that
BE(P) denotes the set of all boolean expressions over P.
2.2. DEFINITION.
A context-free S-grammar, or CF(s) grammar, is a
tuple G = (N, Z, R, A,“, co), where N and ,I5 are the nonterminal and terminal alphabet, respectively, ,4,” e N is the initial nonterminal, cOE CO is
the initial configuration, and R is the finite set of rules; every rule is of the
form A -+ if b then { with A EN, be BE(P), and l e ((N x P) u Z)*. The set
of sentential forms is ((N x C) u ,Y)*. The derivation relation of G, denoted
by = G or just =z., is a binary relation on the set of sentential forms,
defined as follows: if A -+ lj” b then t is in R, m(b)(c) = true, and m(f)(c) is
delined for all f that occur in t, then cl(A, c)cI 3 G [I t’lZ for all sentential
forms [, and cZ, where <’ is obtained from t by replacing every (& f) by
(& m(f)(c)).
The set of configurations accepted by G is Act(G) =
{c~CI (AinTcl* z w for some w E Z* 1. The language generated by G is
L(G)={wEZ*
1 (A,,,,c,,)*;w}.
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2.3. EXAMPLE.
We give a context-free Counter-grammar
G such that
Act(G) is the set of nonnegative integers that are divisible by 6. Counter is
the storage type delined in Example 1.1.l. G = (N, 2, R, Ain, co), where
iv= {Am, B, C}, 2=0, c0 = 0 (in fact, c0 is irrelevant when considering
Act(G)), and R contains the rules
Ai” + if true then (B, incr(O))(C, incr(0))
B -+ if true then (B, deer(2))
B + $ zero then i
C + if true then (C, deer(3))
C -+ if zero then 1.

A (leftmost)
derivation
showing that 6 E Act(G),
is (Ai”, 6) *
t&
2NC,
61
=a
(4OHC
6)
=-atC>6) *
t& 6)(C, 6) =, (4 4)(C 6)
(C, 3)=(C,O)sA.
A nonrecursive boolean procedure is a special case of a recursive boolean
procedure. In other words, for every S-automaton M there is a context-free
S-grammar G such that Act(G) = Acc( M). Proof We have already seen
that M’s input alphabet may be taken empty. Let A4= (Q, 0, 8, qO, co,
&), and construct G= (N, 0, R, Ai”, CO)with N= Q and Ai” =qO. If (q,,
A, b, q2, f)e&
then the rule q, -+ if b then (q2, f) is in R. Moreover, if
then
the
rule q -+ $ true then 1” is in R. It should now be clear that
qe Qm
Acc( G) = Acc(J4).
Thus, in the following delinition of S-automaton with look-ahead we
might have left out the nonrecursive boolean procedures, as in (Engelfriet,
1982; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984). However, we keep them, because they
are closer to the S-automata that we are studying.
Let S= (C, P, F, m, C,,, id). S with look-ahead is the
2.4. DEFINITION.
storage type SLA = (C, P u P’, F, m’, CO, id), where
P’ = {act(G) 1 G is a CF(S) grammar 1

u { acc( M) 1 M is an S-automaton

1

u { acc(M, R) 1M is an S-automaton

and R is a regular language 1,

m’ restricted to P u F is equal to m, and, for every c E C’,

m’(acc(G))(c) = (c E Act(G)),
m’(acc(M))(c) = (cc Ace(M)), and
m’(acc(M, R))(c) = (c E Acc(A4, R)).
The S-automaton

M in a predicate act(M)

is called the look-ahead

automaton of the predicate (and similarly for R and G).
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2.5. DEFINITION. An S-automaton
sLA-automaton.

with look-ahead

(on storage) is an

We say that the s-automata are closed under Iook-ahead if f?JSLA)=
Qd(s). Note that, by Lemma 1.2.2, this implies that !j?(sr*) = Q(,S). In
(Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984) we have shown a very general result that,
roughly speaking, says that if the s-automata are closed under look-ahead,
then so are the P(,S)-automata. Thus, to show that the iterated pushdown
automata are closed under look-ahead, it just remains to show that the
&-automata are.
2.6. LEMMA. The &,-automata

are closed under look-ahead.

ProojY It suffices to prove that J&,((,S,,h,,) G QJ&,). Recall that & has
just one contiguration, cO. Let M be a deterministic (&)LA-automaton.
We
may assume that all predicates used by A4 are of the form act(G), where G
is a CF(&)
grammar.
A deterministic
&-automaton
M’ with
Uir4’) = L(M) is obviously obtained by replacing, in all transitions of M,
each predicate act(G) by true if cOE Act(G), and by false if cO$ Act(G).
Note that M’ can be obtained effectively from M: cOis in Act(G) iff L(G) is
nonempty, and since G is clearly an ordinary context-free grammar,
emptiness of L(G) is decidable. a

Actually we need the following, slightly stronger, statement (see Sect. 1.3
for = ).
2.7. LEMMA. (&)LA E&.
ProojI The identity on {c,,} can be used as representation function. A
predicate act(G) is simulated by a flowchart with initial state qO, true-final
state qt, false-final state qf, and just one transition, which is (qO, 1, true, q,,
id) if c,, E Act(G), and (qO, 1, true, qf, id) if c,, # Act(G). As shown in the
proof of Lemma 2.6, these flowcharts can be obtained effectively from the
predicates. 1

We now use the main result of (Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984) concerning
look-ahead for the one-way iterated pushdown automata.
2.8. THEOREM. The iterated pushdown automata are closed under lookahead, i.e., &( PrA) = I&( Pfl) and JL!(PtA) = !2(Pn) for euery n 2 0.
ProofI The above-mentioned main result is Theorem 6.14 of (Engelfriet
and Vogler, 1984): P(S)LA = P(SLA). Together with the monotonicity of
the P(S) operator with respect to = (i.e., if sr = S?, then P(SI) = P(S2),
shown in Section 4.3 of (Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984)), it follows by induction that Pn(S)LA = P”(SLA) for all n. From Lemma 2.7 (and monotonicity
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again) we obtain that PIA = P” for all n. This implies the result by
Theorem 1.3.5 (the Justification Theorem).
1
The most surprising fact in this result is that deterministic iterated
pushdown automata are allowed to use nondeterminbtic recursiue boolean
procedures.
Actually, as mentioned in the Introduction, it is not difficult to prove
closure under look-ahead of ordinary pushdown automata, i.e., f?d(PLA) =
Qd(P): it is well known (Greibach, 1967; p. 335 of Harrison, 1978) that
Acc(A4) and Acc(M, R) are regular languages over the pushdown alphabet
f, and this can rather easily be shown for Act(G), too; the states of deterministic finite automata accepting these regular languages can then be kept
and updated in the pushdown of any pushdown automaton. Part of the
proof of P(S) LA < P(SL,.,) in (Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984) is based on the
same idea; the other, quite complicated, part is needed to deal with the
storage type S; in fact, in this part, it is essential that recursive tests act(G)
are also present in SrA. Although the proof of P(S)LA = P(SLA) is complicated, it is a lot easier and more understandable than a direct proof of
P& = P”. Moreover, it can be used for other purposes (such as for the
storage type of trees, in (Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984)).

3. CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF AUTOMATA

WITH LOOK-AHEAD

Closure of the S-automata under look-ahead implies some closure
properties of the class I$(,S) of deterministic S-automaton languages (in
addition to the usual closure properties, shared by all &(S), see Sect. 1.2)
the main one being closure under complementation,
see (Parchmann,
Duske, and Specht, 198Oa). We start, however, with the, slightly easier,
closure under right-quotient with regular languages, and closure under
max, see (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979; Parchmann, Duske, and Specht,
198Ob). Recall that if L and R are two languages over the alphabet 2, then
the right-quotient
of L with R, denoted LR- ‘, is the language
{ueZ* 1 MUEL for some UIZR}, and max(L)={uELlfor
all reZi,
UO$L}.

3.1. THEOREM. Zf the S-automata are closed under look-ahead,
Qd(S) is closed under right-quotient with regular languages.

then

ProqfI It suffices to show that, for arbitrary S, if M is a deterministic
S-automaton and R is a regular language, then there is a deterministic
SrA-automaton A4’, such that L(M’) = L(A4) Rp ‘. Let M = (Q, Z, 8, qQ, co,
QH), and detine for every q e Q, the S-automaton Mq = (Q, Z, 6, q, cO,
Q),). We will construct III’ such that it simulates M step by step. Just after
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reading a symbol (and also initially), M’ uses look-ahead (with some lookahead automaton Mq and look-ahead language R) to test whether, if u is
the input string read up to now, there is a u E R such that uu E L(M). The
fact that look-ahead can be used for this is due to the determinism of A4: M
has only one computation on the prefix u (and M’ has simulated it). If the
test is successful, then M’ continues simulation of M after passing through
an accepting state, and if the test is not successful, then M’ continues
simulation of M immediately (note that M’ does not know whether the
input is lmished). Formally,
let QeS, = {q,est 1q E Q} and QaCC=
{qaCC1 q E Q} be new sets of states, and construct M’ = (Q’, Z, 8, qb, c,,,

Qhl with Q’ = Q TVQtestL, Qacc,4, = CqoLt, Qi, = Qacc,ad 8’ &&ml

as

follows:
(1) For every q E Q, the transitions (qtes,, 2, acc(Mq, R), qaCC,id) and
(clam54 frue, q, id) ml tq,est, A, not acc(Mq, R), q, id) are in 8’.
(2) If (q, CJ,b, q’,f) is in 6, with go Z, then (q, CT,b, qies,,f) is in 6’.
(3) If (q, A, b, q’, f) is in 8, then it is also in 8’.
Obviously M’ is deterministic,

3,2. THEOREM.

and L( M’) = L(M) R- ‘.

m

Zf the S-automata are closed under look-ahead, then

5$,(S) is cfosed under max.
Proof
The proof is very similar to the proof of the previous theorem.
This time, just after reading a prelix U, M’ uses look-ahead to determine
whether there is a u E,Y+ such that uu E L(M). If so, then M’ continues
simulation of M. If not, and u E ,5(M) (which can also be determined by
look-ahead), then M’ accepts U, and halts (thus, if the input is not yet
linished, it is rejected); in case u $ ,5(M), M’ halts and rejects U. Formally,
kr = (Q’, .G d’, 4,, co, Qi,) with Q’= Qu Qtes,u {.m~}, d,= tqohest,
Q’H= {stop}, and ~5’defined as follows:

(1) For every q E Q, the transitions (qtesC,I., acc(Mq, .Z+ ), q, id) and
tq test3 A, nolacc(Mq, ,Y+ ) and acc( Mq, { 1 I), J?o~, id) are in c?‘,where Mq is
dehned as in the previous proof.
(2), (3) As in the previous proof. 1
Finally we show closure under complementation.
alphabet ,Z, its complement Lc is ,Z* -L.

3.3. THEOREM.
&(S)

For a language L over

Zf the S-automata are closed under look-ahead,
is closed under complementation.

then

ProoJ Let M= (Q, Z, c?,qo, co, QH) be a deterministic S-automaton.
We will construct a deterministic S =*-automaton M’ = (Q’, .Z, 8, q& co,
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Qb) that accepts L(M)‘. The idea of the construction of M’ is similar to
that in the two previous proofs, but more complicated because more cases
have to be considered. Assume for the moment that M’, simulating M, is
somewhere in the middle of the input string. Just after reading a symbol
(and also initially), M’ uses look-ahead to determine whether M, reading ,?
only, would reach a total conliguration in which it “wants to read the next
symbol,” i.e., which has no useful %-transition. If so, M’ continues the
simulation of M. If not, M’ accepts the input string, because this means
that M either blocks, i.e., reaches a total conliguration which has a useful
transition that is not applicable, or has an inlinite computation (with
%-transitions), in the middle of the input. But, M’ does not know whether it
is in the middle of the input or at the end. Therefore, M’ simultaneously
uses look-ahead to determine whether M, reading ,4 only, would reach
a final state. If not, it passes through an accepting state. In the formal
construction that follows, some additional technical details are dealt with.

Q’ = Q TVQtestCJQaccCJiacwl

j3

d, = tqoLst 3and
QL,= Qaccu { uccept).
To describe b’, we need the following look-ahead automata:
For
where 6f only
delined, i.e.,
automaton is
M(~)(C): then

every f E F, M, = ({start, stop}, a, ~5,, start, cO, {stop I),
contains (sturt, A, true, stop, f). Mf checks whether m(f) is
is defined}. This look-ahead
Ac4yfJ = {c E C I WX~l
needed to check whether M blocks because of an undelined
M’ has to accept.

For every qe Q, Mq = (Q, Z, 6, q, c,,, QH). The test acc(Mq, {A-})
is needed to check whether M, reading i only, will reach a linal state.
Acc(Mq, {A})= (CE C 1 (q, ,?, c) +--L (q’, A, c’) for some q’EQH and
c’ E C}.
For every q E Q, Nq = (Q u {stop}, $3, 6, q, co, {stop]), where J
is defined by the following two statements: (i) If (q’, 2, b, q”, f) is in 6, then
it is in 8. (ii) For every q’ E Q, let b(q’) be the negation of the disjunction of
all b such that (q’, %, b, q”, f) is in 6 for some q” and f; then (q’, 1, b(q’),
stop, id) is in 6.
The look-ahead automaton Nq checks whether M, reading ,i only, will
arrive in a total configuration in which it wants to read the next symbol.
Formally, Acc( Nq) = {c E C 1 (q, 1, c) +-& (q’, A, c’) for some q’ E Q and
8 E C, such that m(b)(c’) = false for all transitions (q’, A, b, q”, .j”) in 6}.
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We now define 8, in groups (Ob(4). First
(0) for every GE Z, (ucce& C, rune, ucce& id) is in S’. Thus,
whenever M’ enters uccqt the input string will be accepted.
Next we deline the behavior of M’ just after reading a symbol (and
initially). M’ uses look-ahead automata ZV,,and Mq; thus there are 4 cases.
(1)

For every qEQ,
CiJ tqtesty i, acc(Nq) und acc(Mq, {A]), q, id) is in 8. h4 wants to
read the next symbol and accepts the input up to now. Thus M’ continues
the simulation of M, in rejecting states.
W hesty 1, acc(jVq) und Holacc(Mq, {A}), qaCC,id) and (qaCC,i,
lrue, q, id) are in 8’. As in (i), but since M does not accept the input up to
now, M’ goes through an accepting state.
(iii) for every crE Z, (qtCs,, CT,oofacc(Nq) und acc( M‘,, { 1 i ), uccept,
id) is in 8’. M does not want to read the next symbol; so, if there is a next
symbol CJ,M’ should accept; if not, M’ stays in the rejecting state q,Cs,.
(iv) tqtest2 L nocacc(Nq) und noracc(A4(,, {IL} ), accept, id) is in b’.
M always rejects the input; thus M accepts.
If M reads a symbol, then so does M’, but M’ checks with look-ahead
whether the transition is applicable.
(2)
til
(ii)

If (q, C, b, q’, f) is in ~5,with CJE Z, then the transitions
tq, 0, !I ad aMM,h
qLt, f), and
(q, CT,b und notacc( Mf), uccept, id) are in ~5’.

If A4 does a l-transition, then M’ does not have to check whether it is
applicable, because this has already been done just after reading the last
symbol (group (1)).
(3) If (q, A, b, q’, f) is in 8, then it is in 8’.
One fmal addition to ~5‘is needed. Suppose that M does not reach the
end of the input string (and thus rejects it). Then either M has an infinite
computation with k-transitions (this is checked by a nofacc(Nq) test of
group l(iii, iv)), or a useful transition is not applicable (this is checked by a
noracc(MJ) test of group 2(ii), or, for A-transitions, by a notacc(Nq) test),
or, finally, no transition is useful. This last case is handled as follows:
(4) For every q E Q and 0 E Z, let b(q, CJ)be the negation of the disjunction of all b such that (q, CT,b, q’,f) or (q, A, b, q’,f) is in d for some q’
andf; then (q, r~, b(q, CT),uccepr, id) is in 6’.
This ends the construction of &‘, and thus of M’. It should be clear that
M’ is deterministic. Let us argue that ,5(M) = L(M)=.
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Assume first that II~ accepts the input w G ,Z’*. Thus &! completely reads
IV, and after reading the last symbol, it reaches a tinal state, reading A only.
Thus, for W, all acc(Mf) tests are true, all acc(Nq) tests are true except
possibly the last one, and the acc(Mq, ,‘I*}) tests have certain values, the
last one being true. Thus IV’ first uses transitions from groups l(i, ii), 2(i),
and 3 to simulate M, and after reading the last symbol, M’ uses transitions
from groups l(i) and 3, staying in rejecting states only (or M’ halts in a
rejecting state, see group l(iii)).
Assume now that &! rejects the input w. Suppose that IV reaches the end
of W; thus, after reading the last symbol M stays in rejecting states. A4
behaves just as in the previous case, but after reading the last symbol, the
acc(Mq, {,I}) test is false, and so IV’ uses a transition from groups 1(ii, iv)
to enter an accepting state. Suppose, finally, that M does not reach the end
of W. This case was discussed just before the definition of group 4 of b’. m
Since the iterated pushdown automata are closed under look-ahead
(Theorem 2.8) the results of this section imply the tirst main result of this
paper.
3.4. THEOREM. For every n 2 0, Qd( P”) is closed under complementation,
right-quotient with regular languages, and max.

4. Two VERY NONDETERMINISTIC

LINEAR

LANGUAGES

One of the consequences of the result on closure under complementation
of Section 3 (Theorem 3.3) is that, for many storage types S, not all context-free languages can be recognized by deterministic
one-way
s-automata. Recall that CF denotes the class of context-free languages, and
RE the class of recursively enumerable languages.
4.1. COROLLARY.
Let the S-automata
CF G Qd(S), then RE G g(s).

be closed under look-ahead. If

ProojI If CF G !&,(s), then, by Theorem 3.3, also co-CF G I&(,!$), where
co-CF denotes the class of all complements of context-free languages.
Hence, by Lemma 1.2.2, HOM(co-CF) G f!(s). The theorem now follows
from the fact that every recursively enumerable language is the
homomorphic image of the intersection of two deterministic context-free
languages (cf. Harrison, 1978), and so REsHOM(co-CF).
1

Thus, if, e.g., all languages in 52(s) are recursive, then CF is not included
in Qd(s).
Since RE is a full principal trio, i.e., there is a language L,, E RE such
that RE = {r(&) 1 T is an a-transduction},
the above corollary can be
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strengthened as follows: there exists a fixed context-free language LA such
that (for S-automata closed under look-ahead)
if Lb e J&,(S) then
RE G g(S). We will call such a language Lb a “very nondeterministic”
language. Instead of giving the details of this argument, we will show in
this sec’tion the existence of two very nondeterministic languages that are
linear context-free languages of a very simple form. We will call these
languages Lv,, and Le,,, where “vn” stands for “very nondeterministic” and
“en” for “extremely nondeterministic” (the latter name will be explained in
Sect. 6).
Lv,, will be a language over the alphabet A u { #, $1,
- - .Y&}, and Len a
language over the alphabet A LJ { # 1, where A = {O, 1, 0, 1 j. Consider the
homomorphismsfandg
on A defined byf(O)=O,J(l)=
l,f(O)=f(i)=A,
g(O) = 0, g(i) = 1, g(0) = g( 1) = A. The complete twin-shuffle, introduced in
(Engelfriet
and
Rozenberg,
1980), is the language
LI,,ll =
{USA* 1f(~)=g(~)}.
Define languages L, and Lz, both subsets of
A* # {O, l}*, by
L, = {24 # u 1u=f(u)R]

and

Lz = {# # l? 1 u = g(z@),

where, for any string JV,~1~ denotes its reverse. Finally we define
Len=LyuL;

and

Lvn = L,$, u L*&,

where c denotes complementation (with respect to (A u { # })*). Thus, in
words, Lv,, consists of all strings u # u!$~ with u E A*, IJe {O, 1 }*, and
i= 1,2, such that either i= 1 and u is the reverse of the string of all
unbarred symbols in U, or i= 2 and u is the (unbarred version of the)
reverse of the string of all barred symbols in U. It is easy to see that Lvn is
generated by the following linear context-free grammar with 12 rules:
Ain -+ A!$,
Ai” + B$2
for XE {O, 1}
A+xAx

B+.fBx

A+TA

B+xB

A+#

B+ #.

It is also easy to see that L; and L;, and hence Len, are linear context-free
languages. Note that both Ll and Lz are deterministic context-free
languages; thus both Len and Lvn are the union of two deterministic context-free languages. Moreover, Lvn is the reverse of a deterministic contextfree language.
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To show that LV” is “very nondeterministic,”
lemma.

we need the following

4.2. LEMMA. Ler 2 he a cluss of languages closed under complementation,
right-quotient with finite languages, and intersection with regular languages.
Let K and L be two languages over the alphabet Z, and let $I and S2 be two
different symbols not in 2. If KS, u LS2 E 2 then K n L E 2.
Proof It can be checked that (KS, u L&)‘n(E*$,
uZ*$~)
=
Kc$, uL’$~, and (K’$i u Lc$2){$I, $>j--’ = Kcu LC. From this the result
easily follows. u
We now show that both Len and LVn are “very nondeterministic.”
4.3. THEOREM. Let the S-automata be closed under look-ahead.
LV,, E 5&,(S) or Len E cd(S), then RE G 5.?(S).

If

Proof It follows from Theorems 3.3 and 3.1 that f?d(,S) is closed under
complementation
and right-quotient
with finite languages, respectively.
Closure of !i?J,S) under intersection with regular languages can be shown
by a standard product construction. Thus Lemma 4.2 applies to f? = !&(S).
If LVn or Len is in !&(S), then Lemma 4.2 or closure of &i(S) under complementation, respectively, implies that Li n Lz is in 2,J.S). Clearly,
L,nL2={u#v[f(u)
= g(u)=vR}={u#v[ueL{O.,landv=f(u)R},
where Li03,) is the complete twin-shuflle mentioned before. Since REG
{T(L~~,, )) 1 r is an a-transduction} (as shown in Engelfriet and Rosenberg,
1980) and, obviously, there is an a-transduction r such that $Lt n L2) =
LfO,,), it follows that also RE G {r(L, n L2) 1 r is an a-transduction} (note
that a-transductions are closed under composition). It now follows from
Lemma 1.2.1 that RE G Q(s). m
4.4. THEOREM.

For every n, LV” $ ed(Pn) and Len $2,,(P”),

Proof All languages in
Engelfriet, 1982). The result
applicable because the iterated
ahead by Theorem 2.8), and
RE. 1

f?(Pn) are recursive, see (Damm, 1982;
now follows from Theorem 4.3 (which is
pushdown automata are closed under lookthe existence of nonrecursive languages in

Note that this implies that for all n 2 0, &(Pn)
f!( Pn): LV” E CF, and CF = Q(P) G !2( P”).

is a proper subset of
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5. PARSING WITH LOOK-AHEAD ON PUSHDOWNS

In this section we consider the problem of parsing languages generated
by context-free S-grammars (detined in Sect. 2). Since, in CF(S) grammars,
the configuration associated with each nonterminai is computed in a
top-down fashion, we show in particular how the LL(k) topdown parsing
method can be generalized to CF(,S) grammars. We recall that CF(S)
languages can be accepted (nondeterministically)
by P( S)-automata: for
arbitrary S, CF(s) = Q(p(,S)), where CF(s), denotes the class of languages
generated by CF(s) grammars, see (Engelfriet, 1982) and Theorem 6.3 of
(Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984); in Lemma 5.4 we will repeat the proof of
CF(S) s Q(p(S)).
We obtain two general results on U(k)
parsing: (1) if the p(s)automata are closed under look-ahead, then every LL(k) CF(s) language
can be parsed by a deterministic p(S)-automaton,
and (2) if the emptiness
problem is decidable for (nondeterministic) p( s)rA -automata, then LL( k)ness is decidable for CF(s) grammars. These results apply, in particular, to
the n-itetvted indexed grummars, i.e., the CF(Pn) grammars. For n = 0 these
are just ordinary context-free grammars (& has no influence). For H = 1 it
is easy’ to see that the CF(p) grammars are just a detinitional variation of
the indexed grammars of (Aho, 1968); in fact, sequences of flags are the
same as pushdowns, see (Engelfriet, 1982). For arbitrary n, CF(p”) grammars similarly correspond to the n-ievel indexed grammars of Maslov
(1974, 1976), restricted to left-most derivations. Since CF(S) = f!(p(s)) for
all S, we have CF(p’) = Q(P*+ ‘) for all n, i.e., the tr-iterated indexed
languages are the (n + 1)-iterated pushdown languages (as shown in
Maslov, 1974, 1976). For results similar to ours on parsing indexed grammars, see (Parchmann, Duske, and Specht, 1984; Sebesta and Jones, 1978;
Mehlhorn, 1979). For historical notes and a bibliography on LL(k) parsing
see (Nijholt, 1983).
Let us start with the delinition of LL(k). But lirst we need the delinition
offir.rfk(u) for a string U.
5.1. DEFINITION. Let k > 0, let ,Z be an alphabet, and S a symbol not in
2. Let 24=0,0~ ...Q~ with na0 and c;~,Zfor
l<i<n.
Then

Thus, if u is longer than k, then firstk(u) is the pretix of u of length k, and
if u is shorter than k, it is u followed by k - 1~1 symbols $. A string
ueZ*$* with 1ul = k will be called a (k-) look-uheud string.
If a derivation step +. of a CF(s) grammar G is due to the application of
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a rule r, then we write * ‘. Left-most derivation steps, i.e., steps
w(A, c)[= w[‘< with terminal string w, are denoted by 2 L and * L.
5.2. DEFINITION.
Let k > 1, and let G = (IV, X, R, Aim, cO) be a CF(S)
grammar. G is U(/c) if the foliowing holds (for aIf w, u,, ti2 e Z*, A s A’,
c~ C, sentential forms a, <I, [*, and rl, r2 E R). If

and tirstk(uI) = firstk(u2), then rl = r2.
The class of languages generated by U(k) CF(S) grammars is denoted
by LL(k) CF( S).
It should be clear that for CF(S,,) grammars, i.e., the ordinary contextfree grammars, this is the usual definition of LL(k). For CF(I’) grammars,
i.e., indexed grammars, it coincides with the definition of LL(k) given in
(Parchmann, Duske, and Specht, 1984). The definition in (Sebesta and
Jones, 1978) is slightly more general: replace “rl = r2” by “l, = tp;
however, this does not guarantee that the parser can produce the sequence
of rules applied by G during a left-most derivation.
The fact that one-way S-automata are more or less the same as rightlinear CF( S) grammars (Engelfriet, 1982), suggests the following detinition
of LL(k) for ,S-automata.
For this we need some additional notation. If a computation step +- of
an S-automaton M is due to a transition t, then we will write +‘. For a
total configuration
(q, W, c) of M and a transition t, we will write
(q, w, c) +-! success if (q, w, c) +’ 4 +-* (q’, A ,c’) for some total configuration #J, final state q’, and c’ e C. This means that application of t to
(q, W,C) may lead to an accepting total configuration.
Let k > 1. An S-automaton M = (Q, Z, 6, q,,, cO, QH)
5.3. DEFINITION.
is LL(k) if the following holds (for all w, u,, Us E Z*, q 6 Q, c E C, and 11,
f2Ed). If
tqo, wu12 co) k-* (q, u,, c) I-”

succes,

tqo7 wu2, co) b--* (q, u2, c) +-‘2 success,

and tirstk(u,) = tirstk(tiz), then rl = t2.
Note that every deterministic S-automaton is LL( 1). This (new?) notion
of ,X(/c) automaton allows us, with the help of the next lemma, to trans-
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late relations between grammars and pushdown automata into relations
between pushdown automata only. Moreover, due to our general
S-automata approach, we can then even forget about pushdowns entirely.
5.4.

LEMMA.

such that L(M)=

For every CF(S) grammar G there is a P(S)-automaton M
L(G), and, for every k2 1, G is LL(k) iff M is LL(k).

ProoJ This is just the obvious implementation
of a context-free grammar on a nondeterministic pushdown automaton. The following construction is analogous to that in Lemma 6.1 of (Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984).
Let G = (N, ,Z, R, Ai”, co). As pushdown symbols M will use strings from
((Nx F) u Z)*, up to a certain length n; in fact, these strings will all be suffixes of right-hand sides of rules of G; thus ti may be taken as their maximal
length. Additionally, M will use the elements of N as pushdown symbols.
M simulates leftmost derivations of G by reading the right-hand sides of
rules from left to right; each terminal is checked against the input, and each
nonterminal is pushed and then replaced by a right-hand side of one of its
rules.
Formally, M = (Q, Z, 6, qO, c;, QHh where Q = {a qh} TVWx FL
eo), and 8 is detined as follows: Let f denote
qo=s Q,Y=lq/Il3 4=(‘4”?
the set of all strings be((NxF)uZ)*
with [/II\ <n:

(1) For every cry Z and c/? E f, the transition (q, CJ, top = crfl, q,
stay(p)) is in 8.
(2) For every B E AJ, f E F, and (& f )p e f, the transitions (q, A,
top = t& f )/A (4 f ), sW/?))

ad ((R f ), 4 rrw q, pW&
(3) For every rule A -+ $ b then l of R, the transition
and test(b), q, stay(<)) is in 6.

(4) The transitions (q, 1, top = 1 and notbottom,
top = A and bottom, q,,, stay) are in 8.

f )) a-e in 6.
(q, 1, top = A

q, pop) and (q, A,

This ends the construction of M. It should be obvious that L(M) = L(G).
Formally, this can be shown from the following two statements (which we
leave to the reader):

From these two statements one can also easily prove that if M is LL(k),
then so is G. They can also be used to prove that if G is LL(k), then so is
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M. To see this, note that M is deterministic except for the transitions
group (3); these transitions correspond directly to the rules of G. 1

in

Thus, if G is U(k), then the nondeterministic P(s)-automaton
M constructed in the previous lemma is also U(k). The importance of lookahead in parsing is that it allows M, whenever it has a choice between two
transitions, to choose deterministically between them. To do this, A4 needs
both look-ahead of k symbols on the input (say, v), and look-ahead on the
pushdown, with (variations of) itself as look-ahead automaton and vZ* as
regular look-ahead language. This is formally shown in the next result.
We need the following definitions. If M= (Q, Z, 8, qO, cO, QH) is an
s-automaton,
and r = (q, 0, b, q’, f) is in 6, then the (look-ahead)
,S-automaton M, is defined by M, = (Q u {q}, Z, dr, q, co, QH), where 6,
contains all transitions of ~5plus the transition (q, 0, b, q’, ,f), and q is a
new state. For a k-look-ahead string v, let R” be the regular language Rt, =
{u 1lirstJu) = u 1, . Then Acc( IV,, RI,) = {c E C 1 (q, u, c) +h successfor some
u with firstk(u) = u 1,.
5.5. LEMMA.
Let k 2 1, and let the S-automata be closed under lookahead. For every LL(k) S-automaton IV there is an equivalent deterministic
S-automaton AT.

ProoJ Let M = (Q, E, ~5,qo, co, QH), and let S be a symbol not in Z.
By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to construct a deterministic SLA-automaton
M’=(Q’,
Zu I$}, 8, q& co, Qk) such that L(M)=
L(M)$‘. The lookahead on the input is realized, as usual, by keeping the next k input
symbols in the finite control. Thus,

and 6’ is delined as follows:
(1) For every UCZ*S*, with ]v)-c/c, and every c~Zu{$],
the
transition ((qo, v), g, true, (qo, uo), id) is in 6’. During this initial phase the
tirst k symbols of the input string are stored in the linite control.
(2) If t = (q, 1, b, q’, J) is in 6, then ((q, u), 1, acc(Mt, R”) and
not b(t, v), (q’, u), f) is in 8’ for every k-look-ahead string v; b(t, v) denotes
the disjunction of all acc(M,,, RO), where t’ is a q-transition, r’ # t; b(t, v) is
needed to ensure determinism on nonreachable total conligurations. (Note
that the test b is already checked by the look-ahead test acc(Mg, R”).)
Since A4 is LL(k),

for reachable total configurations

at most one test
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acc(Mz, &,) is true among all q-transitions l (for fixed q and u); thus M’
can use these tests to determine the unique successful transition (if there is
one).
(3) If f = (q, c, b, q’, j’), with GEE, is in 6, then ((q, ou), CT’,
acc(Mt, ROD)and norb(t, ou), (q’, uo’), f) is in d’ for every u such that CJUis
a k-look-ahead string, and every c’ E ,Y u { $1.
It should be clear that M’ is deterministic,
due to LL(k)-ness of M. 1
5.6. THEOREM. If the P(S)-automata
LL(k) CF(S) z f?JP(S)).
Proof

Immediate

and that L(M’)=

L(M)$‘,

are closed under look-ahead, then

from the previous two lemmata.

1

Note that although the constructed parser does not output the sequence
of rules applied during G’s leftmost derivations, it can easily be made to do
so.
The above theorem implies, in particular, that LL(k) iterated indexed
grammars can be parsed by iterated pushdown automata.
5.7. THEOREM.

For every k > I and n > 0, LL(k) CF(P’) g !Gd(P’+ ‘).

Proof
Immediate
from Theorem 5.6 and the closure of the
(H + 1)-iterated pushdown automata under look-ahead (Theorem 2.8). 1

The last result we want to show in this section is that it is decidable for
an arbitrary iterated indexed grammar whether it is LL(k). Again, we only
have to consider S-automata.
5.8. LEMMA. If the emptiness problem is decidable for SLA-automata,
then it is decidable for arbitrary k > 1 and for an arbitrary S-automaton
whether it is LL(k).
Proof
Let M= (Q, Z, 6, qO, c,,, QH) be an arbitrary S-automaton. We
construct an S L+,-automaton M’ such that M is LL(k) iff L(M’) = @. The
idea of the construction is that M’ accepts all strings w such that there exist
two computations of M as in the delinition of LL(k), but with different
transitions tl and t2. Recall the definitions of Mr and RU.
Construct M’ = (Q u {stop}, Z, a’, qO, cO, {stop]), where 6’ consists of
all transitions of & together with all transitions (q, 1, acc(M(,, R”) und
acc(Mt*, R”), stop, id) for all qe Q, all k-look-ahead strings u, and all
transitions tl, t2 in 6 with tl # t2. fi

5.9. THEOREM.

v

the

emptiness

problem

is

decidable

for
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P(,!Q*-automata,
then it is decidable for arbitrary
arbitrary CF(S) grammar whether it is LL(k).
ProofI

tive).

Immediate

k > 1 and for

an

from Lemma 5.8 and Lemma 5.4 (which is effec-

1

5.10. THEOREM. Let n 2 0. It is decidable for arbitrary k 2 1 and for an
CF(P”) grammar whether it is LL(k).

arbitrary

Prooj1 The Pn-automata are closed under look-ahead (Theorem 2.8)
and, in fact, this result is effective. The emptiness problem is decidable for
PH-automata, see (Damm, 1982; Damm and Goerdt, 1982; Engelfriet,
1983). Now use Theorem 5.9. Note that this proof relies heavily on effectiveness of all our results. 1

6. REGULAR

LOOK-AHEAD

ON THE INPUT

When the input tape is viewed as a storage type, with reading of a symbol as the only type of instruction, then every look-ahead test of this
storage type is of the form “HJe R?,” where w is the (rest of the) input and
R is a regular language (this is obvious for iterative tests act(M) and
acc(M, R’); for recursive tests act(G) it follows, e.g., from the fact that
alternating finite automata accept regular languages; see (Engelfriet, 1982)
for the connection between CF(S) grammars and alternating S-automata).
For topdown tree automata this type of regular look-ahead was studied in
(Engelfriet, 1977, 1978; Engelfriet and Vogler, 1984, 1985a).
In general, addition of regular look-ahead on the input increases the
power of deterministic one-way S-automata. For instance, it should be
clear that the language Lv,, = L, $i u L2$* of Section 4 can be recognized
by a deterministic pushdown automaton with regular look-ahead on the
input: it just looks whether the input ends on $, or .S*, and then deterministically recognizes LI $i or L2S2 accordingly.
The notion of regular look-ahead in parsing (as a generalization of lookahead k) was introduced in (Culik and Cohen, 1973), for bottom-up LR
parsing, called LR-regular
parsing. The corresponding
notion of
LL-regular context-free grammars was studied in (Nijholt, 1980, 1982a,
1982b; Jarzabek and Krawczyk,
1975; Poplawsky, 1979). For an
LL-regular context-free grammar the choice of rule in a leftmost derivation
is determined by regular properties of the rest of the string to be generated.
As an example, the grammar given for L,,,, in Section 4 is clearly
LL-regular because the choice between the lirst two rules depends on
whether the string ends on $, or $Z. This suggests that LL-regular grammars can be parsed by automata with regular look-ahead on the input.
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In this linal section we show that most of our results also hold (in
appropriate form) for automata with regular look-ahead on the input.
Let us start with the basic delinition (which seems to be new). A (oneway, nondeterministic) S-automaton with reg&ar look-ahead (on the input)
is a tuple M= (Q, Z, 6, qO, c,,, QH) as for an ordinary S-automaton, except
that 8 is a finite subset of Q x (Zu {A}) x REG x BE(P) x Q x F, i.e., each
transition contains in addition a regular language (called the regular lookahead language). All other delinitions are the same as for the ordinary case,
except that in the delinition of usefulness, applicability, and application of
a transition (q, c, R, b, q’, j) for a total conliguration (q”, w, c), the
requirement we R has to be added, i.e., the transition can only be applied if
the (rest 0: the) input belongs to the given regular language. In the
delinition d “M has a choice”: replace “c, = uz or cri = ,? or c2 = r by
“there exist w, w, , wz~J?‘such
that weRI nR2 and w=c,uj, =o~w?,”
where R, and R2 are the regular languages that occur in the two transitions. (Note that this is decidable). The class of languages accepted by
deterministic S-automata with regular look-ahead on the input is denoted
tv &r(S)Clearly gd( S) YZ5Zdr(S): add the superfluous regular look-ahead language
Z* to each transition. It should also be clear that every S-automaton with
regular look-ahead on the input is equivalent to one without, and hence
&(S) s e(S); the proof is standard: drop the regular look-ahead language
R from each transition but, when the transition is applied, check, using the
finite control to simulate a linite automaton for R, that the rest of the input
belongs to R. Note that only linitely many regular languages R occur in the
transition relation of the S-automaton with regular look-ahead. Thus,
l&(S) G !2&(S) s Q(S).
We lirst show how !&(S) is related to &(S). A standard way to
“implement” a device that uses regular look-ahead, is in two phases: in the
lirst phase the input is preprocessed by a finite state transducer that moves
over the input from right to left, and prints on each input symbol all
regular information concerning the suffix of the input that starts with that
symbol. In the second phase an ordinary deterministic device (without
regular look-ahead) can then be used on the so-changed input string. (In
the case of topdown tree transducers the preprocessing transducer is bottom-up, see Theorem 2.6 of (Engelfriet, 1977))
Thus, we need the notion of a right-to-left linite state transducer (which
we will call drsm). A sequential machine is an a-transducer (see Sect. 1.2)
T= (Q, Z, 6, qo, co, QH) such that every transition in b has the form (q, c,
true, q‘, write(u)), with 0 E .Z and v E C2. A drsm (deterministic right-to-left
sequential machine) is the same as a deterministic sequential machine T,
but with the translation r’(T) delined by r’(T) = {(w, v) 1 (wR, uR) G z(T)},
where r(T) is the ordinary translation of T, as delined in Section 1.2, and
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wlR is the reverse of PV.A drsm T is totul if r’(T) is a total function on Z*.
Let DtRSM denote the class of all total drsm translations, and DtRSM -’
the class of their inverses.
6.1. LEMMA.
If the S-automata
2,&3)=D,RSMP’(52&S)).

are closed under look-ahead,

then

ProojI “2,Js) G DtRSMe’(&(s)).”
Let M be a deterministic
s-automaton with regular look-ahead. Let rc be the (finite) set of all regular
languages used as look-ahead languages in the transitions of M. It is easy
to construct a total drsm T such that 7’( 7) transforms 0, cr2 ... rrn with
O, EZ, into the string (cJ~,pi)(c2, p2)... (cJ~,p,,), where each pi contains all
truth values of “c, ... o,~ E R” for every regular look-ahead language R;
formally,
p,=={R~njr~~...q~~Rj.
Now we construct
an ,!X( 1)
s-automaton M’ such that L(M) = 7’(T) ~ ‘(L(w)).
By Lemma 5.5, !r4’ is
equivalent to a deterministic s-automaton. For a e-transition with CJE.Z,
M’ sees the outcome of the look-ahead test in the input (cr, p), and for
l-transitions, w guesses the outcome of the tests, and checks them as soon
as it sees the next input symbol (or arrives in a linal state). Formally we
construct M’ = (Q’, 27, ~3’,q& cO, Qh), where

Z’ = { (cr, p) 1 CJE Z, p G rc, and there exists i.~E ,Z’* such that ew E R for
all R E ,u} (this precise delinition is needed to show that h4’ is U( 1 )),
Q’= ;Cq>pl I qeQ,pGnl,
&I= ~$3~0h
and 6’ is delined as follows:

It should be clear from the form of M’ that L(J4) = 7’(T)
‘(L(w)),
and
that IV’ is LL( 1).
“DtRSM
‘(2J.S)) s 2&S).” It is easy to see that the automaton to be
constructed can use regular look-ahead on the input to determine the
translation by the drsm of each input symbol. In fact, for a drsm T and a
symbol 0, the language { HJ1(w), OU)E 7’(T) for some u i is regular. We leave
the details to the reader. 1
The most important closure property,
now carries over to 5&(s).

closure under complementation,
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6.2. THEOREM.
!&(S)
&(Pn)

If the S-automata are closed under look-ahead, then
is closed under complementation. Zn particular, for every n 2 0,
is closed under complementation.

ProoJ Since &(,S) is closed under complementation
(Theorem 3.3), so
is DtRSM-‘(&,(s)):
for a total function r, ~v’(L)~=~~‘(L~).
Thus, by
Lemma 6.1, the result follows. 1

The next theorem shows that Len is an “extremely nondeterministic”
language. This implies that (for many storage types s), the context-free
languages cannot even be recognized by deterministic one-way s-automata
with regular look-ahead (cf. Corollary 4.1).
6.3. THEOREM.
Len E 2&S),

Let the S-automata
then RE G !G(,S).

be closed under

look-ahead.

If

ProoJ If LC” 6 f?J,S), then, by Theorem 6.2, L& = L, n L2 E QJS),
and so L1 n L2 E Q(,S). The rest of the proof is as in the proof of
Theorem 4.3. [

6.4. THEOREM.

For every n > 0,
L” E %iAf?

and

L” $ %iW9

L” lz e(p)

and

L” ft %iPHh

Proof
The fact that Len $ &(P’)
is proved as in Theorem 4.4. It is
clear that LV” E f?J P): use look-ahead languages ,Z’*S, and Z*&.
1

This theorem, together with the existence of a language in Qd(P’ + ‘), not
in Q(Pn), for every n (see Engelfriet, 1983), shows the correctness of the
inclusion diagram of Fig. 2.
6.5. COROLLARY.
quotient with jnite

For every n 2 1, &(P”)
languages.

is not closed under right-

ProoJ Suppose that 2,JPn) is closed under right-quotient with linite
languages. Since it is also closed under complementation
(Theorem 6.2),
and under intersection with regular languages (by a standard construction), the proofs of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 then show that LVn $ !&(Pn),
contradicting Theorem 6.4. 1

Finally we consider LL-regular parsing of CF(s) grammars. Let rr be a
linite set of regular languages, that form a partition of Z* (where Z is the
terminal or input alphabet). Such a rt is called a regular partition of ,Z’*; as
usual, for strings u, v e Z*, we write u = v (mod rr) if there is an R E TCsuch
that U, v GR. The definition of LL(x) for a CF(s) grammar or an
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FIG,

2. Inclusion diagram of classes of iterated pushdown languages

S-automaton is the same as the delinitions of U(k) in Section 5, except
that the condition “lirstk(ul) =first,J~*)” should be replaced by “ui z Us
(mod z).” A grammar or automaton is delined to be U-regular,
or
LL(REG), if it is U(X) for some regular partition rr. Note that Z,L(k) is
the same as U(X), where rr = { & 1u is a k-look-ahead string}, and R” =
{u 1lirstJu)=uj.
Lemma 5.4 holds also for LL(rc), and the proof can be taken over. The
analog of Lemma 5.5 can be stated as follows.
6.6. LEMMA. Let the S-automata be closd under look-ahead. For every
LL(REG) S-automaton there is an equivalent deterministic S-automaton
with regular look-ahead on the input.

ProoJ It follows from Qd(SLA) = 2JS) and Lemma 6.1 that also
!&(SLA) = Pdr(S). Thus it suflices to construct
a deterministic
SLA-automaton with regular look-ahead on the input. The proof is easier
than that of the second lemma of Section 5, because we do not have to
(cannot) store the input in the linite control any more. Let A4= (Q, Z, S,
qO, co, QH) be an LL(x) S-automaton. Construct the &*-automaton
with
regular look-ahead M’= (Q, Z, 8, qo, cO, QH), where 8 is delined as

LOOK-AHEADON
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follows: If t = (q, 0, b, q’, f) is in 8, then (q, CT, R, acc(Mz, R) und
noWt, W, q’, .I-) is in 6’ for every R E X, where M( is defined as just before
Lemma 5.5, and b(t, R) is the disjunction of all acc(Mr,, R), where t’ is a
q-transition, t’ # t. It should be clear that this is the required M’. 1
Thus, U-regular iterated indexed grammars can be parsed by iterated
pushdown automata with regular look-ahead on the input.
6.7. THEOREM.

For every n 2 0, Z,L(REG) CF(P”) s f?&P’+

Proof Let G be an
Lemma 5.4, there is an
Lemma 6.6 (applicable
equivalent deterministic
input. 1

I).

LL(REG) CF(P”) grammar. By (the analog
LL(REG) Pn+ ’ -automaton equivalent to it.
because of Theorem 2.8), we now obtain
P”+ ’ -automaton with regular look-ahead on

of)
By
an
the

Lemma 5.8 also holds for LL(rc), with lixed rc. Proof add all transitions
(q, A, acc(M,i, R) u& acc(Mlz, R), stop, id) with REX and tl # t2. Thus,
Theorem 5.10 also holds for LL(rc) and, in particular, for iterated indexed
grammars.
6.8. THEOREM. Let n > 0. It is decidable for an arbitrary regular partition
x and an arbitrary CF(P”) grammar whether it is LL(z).

7. CONCLUSION
Some remaining questions are the following:
(1) Characterize the classes &(Pn) n CF. Do they form a strict
hierarchy? Same question for Qdr(Pn) n CF.
(2) Is u{LL(k) CF(Pfl) 1k> l} a proper subset of !&(P’+‘), as for
n = O? Is there, perhaps, even a deterministic context-free language that is
not in lJ{ LL(k) CF(P”) 1k > 1, n > O}?
(3) Is it possible to deline LR(k) for CF(s) grammars in a natural
way? Is then
LR(k) CF(PH) = f?d(Pn+ ‘)? Same questions
for
LR(REG) CF(Pfl) and !&JP”+‘).
(4) CF(s) grammars are attribute grammars with one inherited
attribute (of type s), see (Engelfriet, 1982). A rule of the CF(s) grammar,
say, A + zyb then (B, , fi)(Bz, fz), specifies a rule ,4 + L3i i3* of the underlying context-free grammar, a semantic condition b on the inherited attribute
of A, and semantic rulesfi andf* for the inherited attributes of B1 and B*,
respectively. Thus the parsing of CF(s) grammars in Section 5 may be
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viewed as an example of attribute-directed parsing, see, e.g., (Watt, 1980).
Is it possible to extend these ideas to arbitrary attribute grammars?.
(5) In AFA/AFL
theory (Ginsburg, 1975), classes of languages
accepted by certain types of automata are characterized by their closure
under certain operations. Does there exist a set of operations such that a
class of languages 2 is closed under these operations if and only if
2 = f?,(.S) for some storage type S that is closed under look-ahead (i.e., for
which Qd(SLA) = f?JS)? One might try some of the usual AFDL
operations together with complementation and right-quotient with regular
languages.
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